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Commodities 2018 Set for
Refresh Following 2017 Pause
-

Commodities are set to accelerate their recovery in 2018
More of the same likely in crude oil: range-trading higher
Favored again, metals show signs of nascent bull market
Increasingly caged ags have greatest potential upside surprise
Commodity risks increasingly point to a potential sharp recovery

Mike McGlone – BI Senior Commodity Strategist
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BI COMD (the commodity dashboard)

Disappointing 2017 Leaves Room for
Broad Commodity Gains in 2018
Performance: December +3.0%, 2017 +1.7, Spot +7.6%.
(Returns are total return (TR) unless noted)

(Bloomberg Intelligence) – The Bloomberg Commodity
Index Total Return increased 3.0% in 2017 with a spot
gain of 7.6%. If the dollar weakens further, metals should
continue to lead broad-commodity gains in 2018 after a
disappointing 2017. The greenback's decline despite the
accelerated rate-hike cycle is an indication of a longerterm peak. Demand vs. supply ratios are quite favorable
for all three major commodity sectors. Energy's likelihood
of continued range-trading higher is subject to further
production cuts, though a dependence on supply
reductions for price appreciation is fundamentally bearish.

22 years, is a good recipe for further appreciation.
Demand that favorably exceeds supply, along with the
JPMorgan Global Manufacturing PMI at its highest level
in six years, is additional support. Reversing these
entrenched conditions is unlikely.
Commodities' 2017 Pause; Refresh Likely for 2018

Relying on a continuation of historically above-average
production and favorable weather trends is risky business
in agriculture -- the sector that's most likely to exceed
expectations. Historically depressed and compressed
grain prices elevate the risk of a sharp rally.

2018 Outlook Looking Brighter
Commodity Risks Increasingly Point to a Potential
Sharp Recovery. Compressed but less depressed
commodities are on sound footings for 2018. With a
potential peak dollar and expanding global economies
setting up for higher prices, 2017 is likely to go down in
history as the pause year prior to refreshing relative
valuations.
Recipe for Broad Commodity Rally Is Brewing. The
commodities market is increasingly at risk of a sharp rally.
A potential peak in the trade-weighted broad dollar from a
15-year high, coincident with the most compressed 12month range for the Bloomberg Commodity Spot Index in

Trend acceleration appears more likely. Unlike most
financial assets, the majority of commodities remain at
steep discounts vs. peaks, increasing their attraction on a
relative-value basis. The cyclical nature of commodities is
also favorable as multiple years of low prices are spiking
demand.
Macro Focus: Dollar Peak - Commodity Positive,
Bond Negative. The early days for a potential dollar peak
should coincide with appreciation in commodities and the
opposite for bond prices. Spot commodities, up 7.6% in
2017, are a disappointment vs. the Bloomberg Dollar
Spot decline of 8.5%. But the Bloomberg Commodity
Spot Index bottomed in 2016, gaining 23% as the dollar
bull still raged. Since 2003, the annual beta of
commodities to the dollar is minus 3. Unless the dollar
recovers in 2018, commodities are more likely to catch up
to that measure.
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Macro Markets - Commodities Set to Surpass Bonds

BCOM Attribution: Sectors Set to Gain in 2018. Base
metals, the predominant contributor to commodity-index
total returns in 2017, are set to share the spoils in 2018.
Backwardation in energy should help the sector catch up
to the base metals' contribution of about 500 bps to
Bloomberg Commodity Index total returns. Energy's drag
near 200 bps is an improvement vs. more than double
that amount at the end of 1H. Continued dollar weakness
should support all commodities, particularly improving the
precious metals' 140-bp contribution.
Energy Inches Back Near Positive, Following Metals

A weaker dollar with strong commodities, plus the lowest
unemployment in almost two decades and still declining
amid proposed tax cuts, should finally spark some
inflation. Backwardation also supports commodities' total
returns to outpace the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Treasury
20+ index in 2018.

SECTOR PERFORMANCE
Agriculture May Get 'Most Improved' in 2018. Metals
are likely to remain near the top of the leader board in
2018, but agriculture has the greatest potential for "most
improved." With red across the columns two years out
and sentiment equally buried, a little weather
normalization should spark the ags next year, potentially
to a similar return as the metals this year. The Bloomberg
Energy Subindex Total Return, down 4.3% in 2017 vs.
the spot gain of 3.9%, is likely to reach for the 2017
petroleum spot gain of 13.8%.
Sector Performance in 2017 Led by Metals

Natural gas, the primary energy drag, is set to do the
opposite in 2018. Backwardation in energy and livestock
vs. the multiyear extreme contango in agriculture (a
disincentive to sell) indicates improved broad-commodity
total returns next year.

Most of agriculture's 390-bp drag is from high negative
roll yields. The grains' steepest one-year contango in
about a decade may be as bad as it gets for the ags, also
indicating that the sector has the greatest potential to
pleasantly surprise in 2018.
BCOM Forwards and Roll Select
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Energy (Index weight: 29% of BCOM)
Performance: Dec. +3.9%, 2017 -4.3%, Spot +3.9%)

Favorable Trends Support Higher Crude Oil

*Note index weights are the YTD average.

Energy Supported in 2018,
Natural Gas May Take Lead
More of the Same Likely in 2018 Crude Oil: RangeTrading Higher. Crude oil's risks in 2018 appear similar
to 2017's, with increasing vulnerability near the upper end
of the trading range. What's changed are the improved
demand vs. supply balance and backwardation, as OPEC
and Russia stay firm with production cuts. Therein lies the
primary problem -- dependence on cuts for higher prices.
U.S. producers are benefiting, as evidenced by parabolic
WTI commercial hedging. Estimates of domestic
production should remain in a bull market for upward
revisions.
Investor total returns should remain on the upswing with
backwardation, but nearing multiyear price and one-year
futures-curve peaks warrants caution. WTI at $50-$60 a
barrel should mark the majority of the 2018 range. Add
about $6 for Brent, increasing the battle with the bull
market in U.S. exports.

U.S. Crude Oil Production May Upend Targets. Crude
oil futures are starting to adjust to a new bull market in
analysts' U.S. production estimates. The International
Energy Agency (IEA) is the latest to boost its forecast.
The DOE expects production is currently surpassing the
2015 peak, reaching 10.3 million barrels a day by the end
of 2018. A rate closer to 11 million may be in the works,
based on the parabolic increase in WTI crude-oil
commercial hedging. Sustaining WTI near $60 a barrel
should accelerate production growth.

Crude Oil Ranging Higher

Parabolic Increase - U.S. Crude Commercial Hedging

Crude Oil Supply-Cut Discipline Set for Greater Strain
in 2018. OPEC and Russia's concerted production-cut
approach to rebalancing the world oil market should be
strained in 2018, subjecting prices to range trading, but
higher, similar to 2017. Greater volatility is likely, with
U.S. production set to exceed most estimates, raising the
risk of a decline that's akin to 1H.
Crude Oil Demand Exceeds Supply, Due to Cuts.
Crude oil should extend gains in 2018 as long as OPEC
and Russia cuts offset rapidly increasing U.S. production.
It's a big "if" that should increase volatility and political
unrest, as greater cuts will likely be needed. Prices
appear low relative to favorable demand vs. supply and
backwardated futures curves. Based on combined global
forecasts, year-end demand is the most positive vs.
supply since 2009. Forward-looking one-year futures
petroleum curves are the steepest in backwardation in
over three years.
The average of the front WTI, Brent, gasoline and diesel
futures -- 5.5% above the one-year backs -- indicates that
demand exceeds supply. Conditions would be more
favorable in a demand-driven environment, as is the case
with industrial metals. The 2015 high at $62.58 a barrel is
key resistance.

Declining below $50 a barrel may suppress production,
but commercials generally won't hedge what they don't
expect to produce. In addition to reaching record highs,
the annual rate of change of the 100-week average of
WTI commercial shorts is increasing at the fastest pace in
about a decade.
OPEC and Russia Cuts Needed for WTI Support. WTI
crude oil's ability to hold above $60 a barrel may be
increasingly dependent upon production cuts from OPEC
and Russia. U.S. crude oil net imports have clearly shifted
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negatively for prices, estimated by the DOE to decline
below the 2015 low in January. If the trend in decreasing
imports and increasing exports accelerates, WTI prices
should be supported, with Brent crude the likely victim.
Rapidly declining U.S. net imports should be a
predominant theme in 2018.
U.S. Net Crude Exports Turn Price Negative

longer, with curves steeper in backwardation. Above the
February peak, net positions show plenty of longs on
board. Momentum remains higher, yet concentration in
Brent indicates elevated risks in the seaborne
benchmark.
Bloomberg Intelligence's analysis of crude oil demand vs.
supply at the highest ratio in four years and one-year
futures curves 5.5% in backwardation vs. 8% contango a
year ago provide a strong bullish indication. Similar to
February-March, however, petroleum futures may need
another shakeup.

Natural Gas Opposite of 2017?
Low Natural Gas May Be Mirror Opposite of 2016
Year-End High. A favorable turn in the primary naturalgas drivers is supportive of pricing gains in 2018 from
year-end lows. The days of well-supplied, low-priced and
clean-burning gas should be limited, based on strong
demand, exports and peaking inventories.
U.S. production plus net imports and liquid-fuel
inventories, which peaked in 1H16, are positive for prices
into 2018 but at risk of reversing more sharply than
estimates. Set to increase more than previously
expected, U.S. production will likely need to be offset by
cuts elsewhere in the world.
Elevated Crude Oil Net Positions May Limit Upside

Natural Gas Likely to Do the Opposite in 2018.
Increasingly global U.S. natural gas prices appear priced
for a mild winter, improving the prospects for a 2018 rally.
The biggest issue in 2017 was that prices ended 2016 too
high, near $4 a MMBtu. Reaching $2.60 in December,
almost the low for this year, natural gas prices are well
situated for a mirror opposite. At the end of 2016, the 52week average of DOE estimated U.S. storage levels was
the highest ever. A year later, that measure has declined
in a similar fashion as the last peak in 2012.
Natural Gas Drivers Improving With Lower Prices

Enthusiastic Crude Oil Vulnerable Early in 2018.
Favorable crude-oil demand vs. supply trends are
supportive for prices in 2018, but record net longs may
limit the upside, similar to 1H17. Combined WTI crude oil,
Brent, gasoline and diesel open interest has never been
higher, nor have managed-money net positions been

Prices peaked just above $6 in 2014. Other supports
include the declining dollar and futures curve. The 2017
average one-year contango at 0.3% is the narrowest
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since 2014. Traditionally landlocked U.S. gas is being
exported at 11% of production, almost double the rate two
years ago.
Narrowest Natural Gas Annual Range Ever Portends
2018 Extension. Tight natural gas range trading in 2017
indicates volatility in 2018, though higher prices may be
the path of least resistance. The 2017 year's natural-gas
futures high is 41% above the low vs. the 49% annual
range in 2013, the prior narrow record. Since inception in
1990, the average range has been 147%. In 2014, prices
rallied over 50% to the peak before settling down 32% on
the year as volatility returned. A similar breakout higher is
likely in 2018, with the potential for greater staying power.

Energy Index Performance Led by Brent

Front Futures (spot)

Natural Gas Annual Ranges, Inside and Narrow 2017

Gas was one of the best-performing spot commodities in
2016. Backwardation is the potential big difference for
2018, with petroleum futures near the upper end of
ranges, which may limit spot appreciation. Average
backwardation of 5.5% for WTI, Brent, gasoline and
diesel is the steepest since June 2014.

Curve Analysis – Contango (-) | Backwardation (+)

Unchanged since the end of 2013 near $2.90 a MMBtu, a
key supportive natural-gas trend is a doubling of the U.S.
exports-to-production ratio to 11%. Primary U.S. demand
vs. supply conditions are similar, the curve has been in
backwardation longer, and the price is 30% below the
start of 2014.

PERFORMANCE DRIVERS
Set for More Green on 2018 Energy Screen. Improved
total returns may be the predominant change for energy
investors in 2018, due to backwardation. More of the
same range-trading is likely, as evidenced by the
transition from plenty of red on the screen in June. Front
Brent futures increased 17.7% in 2017 vs. 14.3% for the
Bloomberg Brent Crude Subindex Total Return. The roll
yield of minus 3.4% is a vast improvement from 28% in
2016. Natural gas, the primary drag, may remain topsyturvy.

Measured via the one-year futures spread as a percent of the first
contract price. Negative means the one-year out future is higher
(contango). Positive means the one-year out future is lower
(backwardation.
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Metals

the one in January 2016. Unless these favorable trends
abruptly reverse, metal prices should appreciate.

All (Index weight: 35% of BCOM)
Performance: Dec. +6.4%, 2017 +20.8%

Metals Rally Set to Accelerate on Strong Drivers

Industrial (Index weight: 19.0% of BCOM.
Performance: Dec. +9.2%, 2017 +29.4%, Spot +31.4%)

Precious (Index weight: 16.1% of BCOM.
Performance: Dec. +3.1%, 2017 +10.9%, Spot +12.0%)

Baby Bull Metals Set to Mature
Further in 2018
Favored Again in 2018, Metals Show Signs of Nascent
Bull Market. The bias for the only commodities that can't
be grown remains positive for 2018. A potential peak
dollar is a good broad-metals foundation, with most still at
substantial discounts to historical highs in a favorable
global economic environment and vs. extended financial
assets. Unless the dollar weakness definitively reverses
and stock-market volatility stays lower, gold prices should
increase. Base metals are set to continue to outperform
precious metals, with implications for higher bond yields.
Riding the "wall of worry" favors gold, as should mean
reversion in stock-market volatility. Percolating global
growth and inflation favors all metals, notably industrials,
as China and global PMIs reach multiyear highs along
with demand vs. supply measures for copper, aluminum,
nickel and zinc.

All Metals Upward Trajectory
A Mirror of the Great Metals Bull Market of 2002-08 in
the Works. The metals-sector foundation appears similar
to earlier in the millennium, when prices rallied almost
fourfold in a seven-year run. The potential dollar peak and
demand vs. supply trends are similar. Rapidly advancing
technology is a net positive for pricing of metals, which
are uniquely situated among commodities.
Metals Turning Clock Back to 15 Years Ago. Favorable
demand vs. supply and a potential peak dollar form a
metals foundation that's similar to 2002-03. The tradeweighted broad dollar peaked in 2002 at a level similar to
January's. BI's analysis of the primary metals demand
drivers vs. the supplies of copper, aluminum, nickel, zinc,
gold and silver last sustained above the current ratio from
2003-05. The metals bottom in 2001 appears similar to

From the 2001 low to 2008 peak, the Bloomberg All
Metals Total Return Index rallied about 4x vs. a 27%
dollar decline. Down about 7% from the multiyear peak,
the buck may be in the early days of decline vs. metals
(up 37% from the 2016 low). A key driver is China's PMI
reaching a five-year high in 2017.

Industrial Metals Heating Up
All Cylinders Firing for Industrial Metals in 2018.
A continuation of dollar weakness, strong global
purchasing managers' indexes (notably China's) and
demand in excess of supply support a three-peat of
higher industrial metal prices in 2018. Compared with
financial assets, metal prices could accelerate from well
below their historical highs.
Base Metals' Three Pillars Are Favorable
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Base Metals' Foundation Is Firm for 2018. Unless
established trends abruptly reverse, industrial metals are
set for another year of price gains in 2018. Constrained
by the 2014 highs in 2H, the market should overcome this
speed bump en route to visit resistance from the 2012-13
highs. Demand for copper, aluminum, nickel and zinc
remains favorable vs. supply, ending 2017 at the highest
ratio in 12 years. China's six-year high in PMI is also a
strong booster. A potential peak dollar is primary
underlying support.

higher prices. From February-August, aluminum did the
same until bumping into the rapidly increasing 32-week
moving average and responding higher. Since June 2016,
the 32-week mean has acted as good trendline support.
Consolidating Aluminum Appears to Be Building
Base

The trade-weighted broad dollar appears to be in the
early phase of peaking, similar to 2002 -- the advent of a
strong base-metals era. The Bloomberg Industrial Metals
Spot Subindex is well supported at its 12-month mean
and the midpoint of the 2008-09 bear market.
Time Correction May Be Worst Case for Copper. The
copper uptrend should continue in 2018, but better
relative-value levels are likely if recent history is a guide.
In 2017, the most significant correction of the recovery
bottomed at the 40-week moving average. The June low
was about the same level as the initial breakout higher a
year ago. Correcting over time, the metal then resumed
the rally. Highs of 2H14 and the midpoint of the 2011-16
bear market near $3.30 a pound are likely to hold initial
copper resistance.
Copper Trends Higher, Yet Due for Consolidation

Sustaining below this mean (currently $2,036) would be
necessary to indicate weakness. Up 33% in 2017 -double the pace of 2016 -- aluminum is poised to
continue higher, yet with some volatility.

Precious Metals Ripe to Move
Gold, Silver Gaining Luster for 2018 on Stock
Volatility, Dollar. Continued mean reversion in the dollar,
plus the potential for a recovery in stock-market volatility,
favors another positive year for precious metals in 2018.
A strong dollar and a continuation of subdued volatility -tending to favor increased gold allocations -- are key
risks. Lowly silver is ripe for catch up.

Ending 2017 at $3.30, the rapidly increasing 40-week
moving average is support. It's also near the sharp 4%
higher close from July 25. Almost 11% above the 40week mean is a bit rich, but less so than the September
peak as time appears on copper's side.
Aluminum May Revisit Upper End of Bell Curve.
Priced at the midpoint of the 2011-15 bear market,
aluminum is poised to revisit the upper end of its trading
range. Initial target resistance in 2018 is likely near the
2012 high of $2,335 a ton. Consolidation at the previous
bear-market median since August established a base for

Gold Favored to Shine vs. Bitcoin and the Buck PostFOMC. Relative value and mean reversion analysis
favors gold vs. the U.S. dollar and bitcoin, at least in the
early aftermath of the Fed's final interest rate hike of
2017. Divergent weakness is the indication from a
greenback that declines despite accelerating rate hikes.
Increasing competition from cryptocurrencies is another
dollar headwind. Federal Reserve tightening, the opposite
of the quantitative easing that was an original foundation
for bitcoin, may help spark some mean reversion, as the
previous rate hike did.
Gold appears in the early recovery days from good
support near $1,250 an ounce and dipping below a
consistent mean. Bitcoin, actually a dud among cryptos,
is ripe for a 2014 repeat when it declined following the
parabolic 2013 rise.
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Diminishing U.S. Dollar Returns Likely to Prevail in
2018. Indicating divergent weakness and a potential
multiyear peak, the U.S. dollar declined in 2017 despite
accelerating rate hikes. A year ago, the futures market
expected three hikes and got them. Priced for about the
same in 2018, BI Economics expects two. Continued
mean reversion is a greenback negative.

the last rate hike of 2017, bitcoin may be in early
reversion days from the most extreme extension in four
years. Contrarily, gold is recovering from key support
near $1,250 an ounce and 3% below its 110-day mean.
This average has been a good price-trend fit during the
cycle, with 3% dips below providing good relative value
support in 2017.

Dollar's Diminishing Returns Likely to Prevail in 2018.
Unless U.S. rate-hike expectations ratchet up, the U.S.
dollar is likely to continue declining. The Bloomberg Dollar
Spot index has been supported by anticipated rate hikes,
but to a lessening degree. Retracement of the index's
25% trough-to-peak rally in 2014-16, as the market priced
in the first major central bank tightening cycle, should
continue. Futures priced near three 25-bp hikes in the
coming year have marked peaks -- at 2.8 increases in the
aftermath of the December FOMC.

Potential Bitcoin Peak and Gold Bottom

Dollar Likely to Continue Retracing 2014-16 Rally

Upon the June rate hike, bitcoin peaked near 90% above
its 60-day mean and the subsequent correction marked
the last time it traded below. Fed tightening, the opposite
of an original basis for bitcoin that was an alternative to
currencies subject to quantitative easing, appears to be a
pressure factor.
Gold Returns to Most Neutral Price for Fed

BI Economics expects two hikes in 2018, which should
badger the buck. Initial resistance is the 52-week mean
(3% above Dec. 31). Support is the 2017 low and 52week mean of rate hikes in a year (depicted scale), 2%
lower. Near $500 billion of cryptocurrency assets are new
competition for the dollar.
Trading Places: In Gold vs. Bitcoin, Fed Tightening
May Be Spark. Fed tightening, the opposite of the
quantitative easing that was a catalyst behind bitcoin's
creation, may help tame the frenzy. The June hike
temporarily did for both currencies, digital and gold. Gold
was relatively extended then compared with near good
support now. Parabolic bitcoin may rhyme with the 2013
peak.
Lowly Gold & Parabolic Bitcoin Set to Trade Places.
Gold appears set to continue recovering from good
support, corresponding with a potential peak in bitcoin.
Ending 120% above its 60-day mean in the aftermath of

Gold Greets Final 2017 Rate Hike at Support. At
support, gold is favored to recover in the aftermath of the
final expected Federal Reserve rate hike of 2017. The
average is $1,249 an ounce since the start of the current
cycle, and it's also the approximate 52-week mean and
most widely traded price area since December 2015. A
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key gold driver following the December rate decision
should be the dollar, which appears poised to continue
the 2017 downtrend that supports gold. Once parabolic
bitcoin fades a bit, gold should shine.

Weak Buck, Strong PMI: Silver, Platinum Positive

The market awaits a new 2018 Fed chairperson, a
potential peak dollar (declining despite accelerated rate
hikes), an increasing deficit due to tax cuts and elevated
risk of stock-market volatility. In this cycle, gold's
correlation to the Bloomberg Dollar Spot is minus 0.65
(beta is 1.47).
What Might Reverse Bitcoin Rush vs. Gold Flush?
Fed Tightening. If the history of rate hikes in this cycle is
a guide, gold should fare better than Bitcoin after the
Federal Reserve meets this week. In the aftermath of
three of the past four rate hikes, Bitcoin declined about
20% within six weeks, promptly dipping below its 60-day
mean. Only the second hike, a year ago, didn't coincide
with a peak in the digital currency. Gold has been the
opposite. The metal bottomed at the bear-market low of
$1,059 an ounce on the day before the initial Fed move
off zero, two years ago.
Bitcoin Appearing Vulnerable Ahead of Dec. FOMC

Pressured by diesel-emission scandals, platinum appears
too low vs. palladium. There's little incentive to use the
less-efficient catalyst at a price premium to platinum. At
15%, the palladium-to-platinum ratio is the richest in 16
years. Relative value should prevail, as it has with cobalt.

PERFORMANCE DRIVERS
Industrial Metals Set to Lead Again in 2018. Indicating
an expanding global economy and higher bond yields,
copper is among the top 2017 performers, well ahead of
gold and silver. Favorable demand vs. supply and a
potential dollar peak indicate more of the same in 2018.
Silver is the year's biggest disappointment, which may
shine in its favor next year, supported by the cyclical
nature of commodities. It's quite unusual for silver to trail
gold's performance under conditions similar to 2017,
featuring a weak dollar and strong industrial metals.
Metals Performance 2017 Led by Industrials

Up about 23% in the rate-hike cycle, gold is well behind
2,991% for Bitcoin, but not far from the record-setting
S&P 500, up 31%. Indicating the diversification attraction,
gold typically increases with inflation, a primary reason for
rate hikes, but may benefit more if the current cycle stalls.
Lowly Silver, Platinum Should Shine in 2018. Unless
the weak dollar and improving global growth reverse
direction, lowly silver and platinum should be primary
beneficiaries in 2018. Disappointing in 2017, silver and
platinum appear at increased probability of recovering
with key macro drivers. Silver rarely declines in lowerdollar environments, with gold and industrial metals
gaining, particularly when the JPMorgan Global
Manufacturing PMI is accelerating rapidly. Silver is likely
to catch up to industrial metals.

Additional metals-investment support comes from low
storage costs, reflected in generally flat futures curves
and minimal rolling expenses. The Bloomberg Industrial
Metals Subindex Total Return underperformed spot by
about 2% in 2017. In precious metals, the disparity is less
than 1%
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Agriculture (Index weight: 30% of BCOM)
Performance: Dec. -1.5%, 2017 -11.0%, Spot -3.0)

Compressed Prices, With Demand Exceeding Supply

Grains (Index Weight: 24% of BCOM)
Performance: Dec. -2.0%, 2017 -11.3%, Spot -0.7%)

Softs (Weight: 6% of BCOM)
Performance: December +1.6%, 2017 -14.8%, Spot
-10.6%)

Agriculture - Greatest Potential
Upside Surprise 2018
Increasingly Caged Ags Have Greatest Potential for
2018 Surprise. The narrowest 12-month trading range in
decades and favorable demand vs. supply indicate that
the agriculture sector is ripe for a breakout higher.
Dominated by the grains, 2018 should mark a new era.
U.S. supply is potentially peaking due to farmers' soybean
focus, while corn demand for ethanol exceeds its use as
feed. Some normalization in the favorable-weather trend
should have an outsized influence on price growth,
evidenced by global demand trending favorably vs.
supply.
Continuing the 2017 dollar downtrend would indicate a
longer-term peak, providing additional support for
agricultural commodities. The only major sector that
hasn't recovered from the 2011-16 commodity bear
market, agriculture has the greatest potential for a sharp
upside surprise in 2018.

Ags Moving To Demand Driving

This measure of market standard deviation is the lowest
since 1993 in the grains. Favorable weather and
improving technology have spiked production the past
few years, but lower prices are supporting more rapid
consumption gains. Ags are a weather blip away from a
potential multiyear bottom.
Potential Dollar Peak Portends Opposite in Ags. If the
dollar continues the 2017 downtrend, agriculture prices
should do the opposite. In the history of the Bloomberg
Agriculture Spot Index since 1991, there have been only
two declines of greater velocity in the trade-weighted
broad dollar. Both mirrored the opposite in ags. The most
significant greenback peak in 2002 bottomed in 2008,
27% lower coincident with almost a 300% gain in the
agriculture index. The 2009-11 dollar decline did similar,
setting up the rally until this year.
Agriculture Tendency to Oppose the Buck

Ripening for Volatility in Agriculture, With Upside
Favored. The stars are aligning in 2018 for agriculture -the primary commodity sector that hasn't yet recovered.
Demand vs. supply trends are the most favorable in six
years, with prices the most compressed in two decades. If
the dollar has peaked, ags should be bottoming. A
weather blip could have an outsized effect.
Agriculture Ripens for Volatility, Higher Prices.
Favorable demand vs. supply and very compressed
prices support a breakout higher in agriculture. The
weighted demand-vs.-supply ratio of Bloomberg
Agriculture Index constituents has improved favorably
since 2015, moving above par in 2017 for the first time
since 2011. Dominated by grains, the extended decline in
agriculture prices should be nearing its conclusion and
may be at risk of a sharp reversal. The 12-month
Bollinger Bands are the narrowest in 14 years.

Since the recovery from a 16-year low in July 2011, the
dollar rallied 38% trough-to-peak through 2016 while
agriculture prices were about cut in half. The greenback
has begun to retrace that rally, indicating similar yet
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opposite for the agriculture index. The latter is retracing
its decline.

Grains - Peaking U.S. Supply

ethanol is increasingly attractive to virtually every country
looking to reduce vehicle emissions, notably China, with
additional support from the weaker dollar (down 5.7% in
2017, for the worst year since 2009).
U.S. Ethanol Export Demand Likely to Surge

New Era for Corn, Soybeans and Wheat in 2018 Is
Price Supportive. Grains are entering a new era that
should support pricing. Likely 2018 firsts include U.S.
soybean planted acres exceeding corn and ethanol use
surpassing feed. The shift away from corn reduces total
supply in a very compressed market, with the narrowest
Bloomberg Grains Subindex 12-month Bollinger Bands in
24 years.
Global Grain Demand Set to Surpass Supply.
Favorable demand vs. supply and the steepest contango
in a decade should soon lead to a bottom in grain prices.
Indicating a market shift, demand is set to exceed supply
in 2018 despite multiple years of record production gains.
BI's analysis of USDA world data for corn, soybeans and
wheat shows that the demand-vs.-supply ratio is on pace
to surpass the par threshold for the first time since 2011.
The steepest average one-year futures contango reached
in a decade in 2017 has diverged from the ratio.
Favorable Demand vs. Supply in the Grains

The trade-weighted broad dollar index is allocated highest
to China (21.6%). In ethanol's early days, the U.S.
exported less than 1% in 2009, before peaking at 9.5%
on 12-month basis in 2012 and setting a record 9.8% in
2017. Corn used for ethanol is set to surpass feed and
residual needs in 2018.
Corn, Soybean and Wheat Pillars on Cusp of Aligning
Favorably. Primary grain-price drivers are on the verge
of triple teaming to support the market. Estimates of
global demand vs. supply have been trending favorably
since 2015, when the deepest trough in BI's analysis of
USDA data to 1991 occurred. The U.S. trade-weighted
broad dollar, its worst in 8 years in 2017, appears to be in
its early days of peaking, with a potential double top to
the 2002 high. A zenith in U.S. stocks-to-use seems to be
forming and would be a final support pillar.
Three Grain Support Pillars May Be Aligning

|
Indicating ample inventory, the 12-month average of corn,
soybean and wheat one-year curves is ending 2017 at
the steepest contango since 2006. Such a condition also
gives producers an incentive to avoid selling and instead
store. Grain prices increased over 3x from the 2006 low
to 2008 peak.
Need Ethanol? U.S. Has Plenty at Bargain Prices.
Stars are aligning for U.S. ethanol export growth,
supporting corn prices. Influenced by tariffs in Brazil, U.S.
ethanol futures are the lowest in over a decade vs. about
the highest in the history of similar contracts on the BMF
Bovespa in Brazil. Clean-burning and low-cost U.S.

For the first year since 2012, combined USDA estimates
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of corn, soybean and wheat stocks-to-use are on pace to
decline in 2017. Reaching the highest level in 16 years at
the end of 2016, mean-reversion risks are historically
elevated for high stocks-to-use and low prices.

acre of corn produces about 3x as many metric tons as
soybeans.
U.S. Grain Output May Decline Until Prices Gain

Unprecedented Soybean Shift, Peaking Corn and U.S.
Production. U.S. planted corn acres and production are
unlikely to increase until prices improve. For the first time,
acres of soybean are likely to exceed those of corn in
2018, reducing total output. Corn production declined
despite record yield per acre in 2017, indicating a lack of
incentive from low prices.
Unprecedented Corn Demand vs. Price Decline.
Global corn demand has never been so robust at such
depressed corn prices. The 21.5% five-year rate of
change of USDA global corn demand is the highest since
2008 vs. the same measure of corn's price, at the lowest
in database history since 1960. Not since 1979 has the
U.S.-traded corn benchmark been down on a five-year
basis when demand exceeded 20%; the average fiveyear corn-price gain is 46%. The high velocity of corn
demand is unlikely to be curtailed until prices increase.
Corn Demand Increasing With Depressed Prices

Corn is 70% of total production in bushels, but declining
rapidly vs. soybeans in dollars. In 2017, soybeans are at
the greatest percentage of grains' dollar value of
production in the WASDE database since 1990, near
44%. The five percentage-point gap vs. corn (49%) has
never been less.
U.S. Corn Stocks-to-Use May Be Peaking With World.
The highest U.S. corn stocks-to-use ratio and lowest
prices in a decade are ripe for mean reversion. Despite
U.S. corn stocks-to-use trending higher and reaching an
11-year high in December, the global estimate from the
USDA reached the lowest level in three years in 2017.
Indicating a potential bullish divergence, the 12-month
average of U.S. stocks-to-use estimates has increased to
16.2 from 14.2, yet the same measure of the corn price is
essentially unchanged.
Corn Prices Stop Retreat Despite Higher Stocks

Historically, corn demand has averaged a 16% rate. At
40%, 1979 was the extreme after a 1972-74 price spike,
when the Soviet Union imported a massive amount. By
1974, higher prices squashed demand. Corn prices have
averaged 21%. Minus 50% at the end of December
follows the 192% peak in 2012.
U.S. Grain Production Peaking With Corn. Shifting the
focus to soybeans should continue to reduce U.S. grain
production until prices increase. Domestic grain output is
down about 4% in 2017, the steepest annual decline
since 2012, the latest USDA WASDE report shows. The
main culprit isn't weather, but reduced corn and wheat
planting that favors soybeans -- the easiest grain to store
and the most profitable and widely exported. A typical

U.S. stocks-to-use peaks in 2006 and 2009 marked
significant bottoms in the corn market. Among USDA data
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sets, the corn price has the highest negative correlation to
U.S. stocks-to-use (0.66) and second to the world
estimate (0.60) measured annually in the past 20 years.

Sustained Soybean Demand May Require Higher
Prices

U.S. Soybean Production, Net of Exports, Similar to
Last Peak. Net production of U.S. soybeans appears
similar to the 2004-05 peak. Total output is on a tear, but
net of exports it's on pace to decline 6% in 2017, the most
since 7% in 2012. The negative correlation of net
production to U.S.-traded soybeans is greater than
production alone (0.78 vs. 0.63 annually in the past 20
years). Soybeans declined 31% in 2004 as output spiked.
Yet, by 2005, the net-production reversal, along with a
declining U.S. trade-weighted dollar, set the stage for
three years of price gains.
U.S. Soybean Production Net of Exports Plunges
Soybeans appear in an early recovery from 2015, when
they declined 31% below the five-year mean, the deepest
in bean-futures history since 1958. If the cyclical nature of
commodities prevails, prices should have plenty of room
to advance.

It's been since 2007 that the sum of changes in net U.S.
soybean production and the dollar has been this negative
(minus 12%). Soybeans surged 75% that year. In 2012,
the two measures added to about minus 11%, and
soybeans gained only 18% yet traded at a record-high
$17.70 a bushel.
Parabolic Soybean Demand Harkens Back to Carter
Administration. It's been 36 years since the velocity of
global soybean demand has held as high for so long. This
year is on pace to a fourth straight where the percentage
demand increase has exceeded its five-year average by
15% or more. The last four-year period where this
demand velocity and duration measure was exceeded
was 1978-1981. From 2000-02, after prices dipped 27%
in 1999, demand increased by an average of 18% relative
to its five-year mean. Soybeans gained 35% in 2002 and
39% in 2003.

Potential Peak Greenback Would Be Strong Support
for Soybeans. If the dollar descends more from its peak,
soybeans should be among the primary agriculture
commodity beneficiaries. In the past 10 and 20 years,
soybeans have the highest negative correlation to the
U.S. trade-weighed broad dollar among the ags. With
exports on pace to exceed 50% of production in 2017 for
the first time, changes in the dollar will increasingly
influence soybean prices. The 10-year annual soybeansto-dollar correlation is a negative 0.65 vs. 0.53 in the past
20 years.
If Dollar Is in Decline, Soybeans Set to Benefit
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Relative prices for U.S.-traded soybean futures have
never been lower, with exports-to-production higher and
the dollar potentially just starting to retreat from a 14-year
high. The Trump administration, focused on reducing
trade deficits, is added support.

Softs & Livestock

2017, cotton is among the best-performing commodities
from the lowly agriculture sector. Rapidly increasing U.S.
export demand and the weak dollar are primary supports,
offsetting strong production. Averaging near 73% exportsto-production, U.S. cotton is becoming increasingly
attractive amid the worst performance for the tradeweighted broad dollar in eight years.
Cotton Support - Strong U.S. Exports, Peak Buck

Sugar Set to Sweeten the Soft Commodities. The
primary soft commodity, sugar, appears to be carving out
a higher low, which should support the group. Slowly
turning sugar favors continued recovery on the back of
flattening futures curves and a good discount from the
2016 high. A potential peak dollar supports a recovery in
soft commodities.
Sugar Ripening to Revisit 17-Cent Handle. Raw-sugar
futures appear to have bottomed. Initial target resistance
of about 17 cents a pound approximates the top of the
breakdown consolidation area of April-May and the 100week moving average. This mean, which turned higher in
2016, marked good resistance in the 2013-15 bear
market. The shorter-term 26-week mean looks to be in
the early stage of its low, similar to 2015. That was the
last period where the 26-week average dipped more than
the current 17% below the 100-week reading.
Sugar Looks to Be Bottoming

Cotton exports bottomed in 2009, similar to 2016 as the
dollar weakened. From the 2009-11 low to peak, cotton
increased 4x, coincident with a 27% dollar decline. Cotton
is up almost 40% from 2016's seven-year low vs. a 7%
dollar drop. Speculators are a bit extended, which may
limit shorter-term gains.
Hedge Funds Are Record Short on Coffee, May Get
Steamed. Coffee speculators just pulling back from the
shortest net positions in the database's history (2006)
supports further price appreciation. The most recent
recovery from record managed money net short positions
coincided with the 27% bottom-to-top front futures
recovery in June-August. Ending 2017 at $1.26 a pound,
the August high at $1.44 is a likely initial target resistance
level. Increasingly compressed in a wedge pattern, shortposition extremes indicate a breach of the upper range.

In 2015, the disparity between the averages peaked at
21%. Additional support is indicated from the flattening
one-year futures curve. At 3.5% in contango, it's much
improved from the two-year peak of 14% in August. In
2015, the one-year curve averaged 9.6% in contango.
Cotton Just Starting to Mend vs. U.S. Exports,
Weaker Greenback. Unless current trends reverse,
cotton is poised to extend its highs in 2018. Up 11.3% in

Appearing overweight to the short side near good
trendline support may spark a breach of similar
resistance. Currently running just above the downward
sloping 52-week mean, trendline resistance -- only briefly
breached in November 2016 -- appears more vulnerable
than support.
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Elevated Short Covering Risks in Coffee
About 10% above the Dec. 31 level, this area marked the
top in 2016. The 52-week mean appears to be turning
higher, catching up with the same mean on the one-year
futures curve. Initial support should approximate the 52week average, about 5% lower.

PERFORMANCE DRIVERS

Livestock Looks Like a Bottom Similar to 2009. A
cyclical recovery appears to be emerging for livestock
prices. Similar to 2009, the 52-week moving average
looks to have bottomed. There are two key differences
this time -- the aftermath of a prolonged downturn, and a
favorable shift in futures curves. Indicating demand that
exceeds supply, the average of one-year live cattle and
lean hogs curves is 5.6% in backwardation. Target
resistance should come in at levels akin to the 2011-13
consolidation period, when the curve averaged 1.4% in
contango.

Sugar, 2017's Ag Drag, Set to Recover in 2018. Sugar
was a leading drag on agriculture performance in 2017,
which sets it up for the opposite in 2018. Overall, rolling
into steep contango was the primary pressure on total
returns, as evidenced by the Bloomberg Agriculture
Subindex Total Return decline of 11.0% vs. a 3% retreat
for the spot. Grains barely budged, dropping 0.7% as spot
softs declined 10.6%. Mean reversion favors some sugar
recovery, but heavily weighted grains have the most
potential to move the sector.
Agriculture 2017 Total Returns, Led Lower by Sugar

Livestock's Early Recovery Days

Soybean meal outperforming beans is a sign of
increasing underlying demand. On a spot basis, meal is
ending 2017 unchanged vs. a 4.5% decline in soybeans.
Livestock is the 2017 stud, which may be in the early
days as indicated by backwardation, near 3.6% on a oneyear curve basis.
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Performance - Overview
Key Metrics

Historical
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Performance – Commodity Total Returns
Key Metrics

Historical
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Performance – Prices
Key Metrics

Historical
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Performance – Volatility
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Curve Analysis – Contango (-) | Backwardation (+)
Key Metrics

Measured via the one-year futures spread as a percent of the first contract price. Negative means the one-year out future is higher (contango). Positive
means the one-year out future is lower (backwardation.

Historical
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Curve Analysis – Gross Roll Yield
Key Metrics

Measured on a gross roll yield basis; the 251 business day difference between the total return and spot change.

Historical
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Curve Analysis – Forwards / Forecasts
Spread %

Data Set
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Market Flows – Open Interest
Key Metrics

Historical
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Market Flows – Commitment of Traders
Key Metrics

Historical
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Market Flows – ETF Flows (annual)

Quarterly

PERFORMANCE: Bloomberg Commodity Indices
Composite Indices
Index Name
Bloomberg Commodity ER
Bloomberg Commodity TR
Bloomberg Commodity Spot
Bloomberg Roll Select
1 Month Forward
2 Month Forward
3 Month Forward
4 Month Forward
5 Month Forward
6 Month Forward
Energy
Petroleum
Agriculture
Grains
Industrial Metals
Precious Metals
Softs
Livestock
Ex-Energy
Ex-Petroleum
Ex-Natural Gas
Ex-Agriculture
Ex-Grains
Ex-Industrial Metals
Ex-Precious Metals
Ex-Softs
Ex-Livestock
Ex-Agriculture & Livestock
Bloomberg Dollar Spot
S&P 500 Total Return
US Aggregate
US Treasury
US Corporate
US High Yield

* Click hyperlinks to open in Bloomberg
Ticker
BCOM
BCOMTR
BCOMSP
BCOMRST
BCOMF1T
BCOMF2T
BCOMF3T
BCOMF4T
BCOMF5T
BCOMF6T
BCOMENTR
BCOMPETR
BCOMAGTR
BCOMGRTR
BCOMINTR
BCOMPRTR
BCOMSOTR
BCOMLITR
BCOMXETR
BCOMXPET
BCOMXNGT
BCOMXAGT
BCOMXGRT
BCOMXIMT
BCOMXPMT
BCOMXSOT
BCOMXLIT
BCOMXALT
BBDXY
SPXT
LBUSTRUU
LUATTRUU
LUACTRUU
LF98TRUU

Dec

Nov

2017
Q4

2.88%
2.99%
3.09%
2.79%
2.96%
2.68%
2.76%
2.76%
2.82%
2.77%
3.90%
6.16%
-1.49%
-1.99%
9.16%
3.05%
1.58%
-0.70%
2.59%
2.03%
3.48%
4.75%
4.00%
1.47%
2.97%
3.07%
3.23%
5.28%
-0.35%
1.11%
0.46%
0.31%
0.91%
0.30%

-0.56%
-0.46%
0.41%
-0.32%
-0.27%
-0.23%
0.23%
-0.09%
0.04%
-0.01%
2.32%
3.02%
0.40%
-0.37%
-4.15%
-0.27%
2.47%
-5.91%
-1.64%
-1.48%
-0.51%
-0.80%
-0.48%
0.49%
-0.50%
-0.64%
-0.09%
-0.31%
-1.46%
3.07%
-0.13%
-0.14%
-0.15%
-0.26%

4.39%
4.71%
6.51%
4.41%
4.82%
4.56%
5.03%
4.86%
5.20%
5.06%
8.93%
16.38%
-2.01%
-4.82%
10.72%
2.04%
5.17%
3.31%
2.91%
1.49%
6.07%
7.42%
6.75%
3.22%
5.22%
4.68%
4.81%
7.82%
-0.09%
6.64%
0.39%
0.05%
1.17%
0.47%

Nov

2017
Q4

Q3

YTD

1-Year 3-Year 5-Year 10-Year 20-Year

2.25%
0.75%
0.75% -15.49% -36.60% -52.33%
2.52%
1.70%
1.70% -14.36% -35.69% -50.70%
2.93%
7.56%
7.56%
8.09% -18.09% -0.96%
2.73%
3.64%
3.64% -9.11% -29.90% -34.21%
2.87%
2.80%
2.80% -11.44% -31.27% -41.24%
2.93%
3.46%
3.46% -10.59% -31.31% -40.80%
2.96%
4.20%
4.20% -9.37% -29.38% -36.06%
5.04% -5.57% -26.01% -29.15%
3.00%
5.04%
3.19%
5.64%
5.64% -4.95% -26.66% -28.03%
3.09%
5.52%
5.52% -4.34% -26.12% -25.95%
9.79% -4.31% -4.31% -31.99% -56.60% -85.25%
15.08% 9.58%
9.58% -22.19% -53.65% -72.31%
-6.07% -11.05% -11.05% -23.35% -40.36% -39.33%
-9.50% -11.31% -11.31% -32.73% -49.34% -51.59%
9.87% 29.35% 29.35% 13.42% -8.77% -24.67%
2.30% 10.94% 10.94% 7.57% -30.56% 36.47%
-0.71% -14.80% -14.80% -13.09% -35.04% -28.41%
-7.54% 6.36%
6.36% -18.53% -12.33% -45.11%
-0.21% 5.36%
5.36% -6.57% -27.26% -20.26%
-0.57% -0.21% -0.21% -13.95% -32.55% -46.58%
5.95% -8.98% -32.05% -33.84%
3.05%
5.95%
6.42%
7.58%
7.58% -11.12% -34.79% -56.96%
5.46%
4.79%
4.79% -10.29% -32.94% -52.38%
0.82% -3.84% -3.84% -19.66% -40.71% -56.71%
2.56%
0.16%
0.16% -18.53% -37.62% -58.30%
2.72%
2.87%
2.87% -14.98% -36.16% -53.20%
3.22%
1.34%
1.34% -14.18% -37.01% -51.56%
7.85%
7.58%
7.58% -10.58% -36.75% -58.96%
-1.97% -8.52% -8.52% 2.51% 17.53% 21.01%
4.48% 21.83% 21.83% 38.29% 108.14% 126.03%
0.85%
3.54%
3.54%
6.87% 10.95% 48.11%
0.38%
2.31%
2.31%
4.24%
6.50%
38.51%
1.34%
6.42%
6.42% 12.15% 18.67% 73.31%
1.98%
7.50%
7.50% 20.29% 32.42% 116.53%

-21.27%
16.42%
234.50%
169.51%
112.23%
148.64%
167.76%

-51.04%
69.67%
-45.17%
-54.93%
153.53%
278.39%
-58.19%
-56.20%
29.50%

301.35%
164.57%
145.99%
209.22%
270.27%

Single Commodity Indices
Index Name
Natural Gas
WTI Crude
Brent Crude
ULS Diesel
Unleaded Gasoline
Corn
Soybeans
Wheat
Soybean Oil
Soybean Meal
HRW Wheat
Copper
Alumnium
Zinc
Nickel
Gold
Silver
Sugar
Coffee
Cotton
Live Cattle
Lean Hogs

Ticker
BCOMNGTR
BCOMCLTR
BCOMCOT
BCOMHOTR
BCOMRBTR
BCOMCNTR
BCOMSYTR
BCOMWHTR
BCOMBOTR
BCOMSMT
BCOMKWT
BCOMHGTR
BCOMALTR
BCOMZSTR
BCOMNITR
BCOMGCTR
BCOMSITR
BCOMSBTR
BCOMKCTR
BCOMCTTR
BCOMLCTR
BCOMLHTR

Dec
-3.56%
5.37%
7.38%
8.26%
2.80%
-1.30%
-3.47%
-1.28%
-2.15%
-4.03%
-0.88%
7.83%
10.78%
5.34%
14.83%
2.66%
4.18%
0.64%
-1.68%
8.11%
-2.64%
2.98%

Q3

YTD

1-Year 3-Year 5-Year 10-Year 20-Year

0.07% -11.78% -4.06% -36.37% -36.37% -57.84% -69.32% -97.96%
5.25% 16.00% 11.19% 5.10%
5.10% -37.37% -60.98% -83.19%
3.01% 19.23% 15.62% 14.25% 14.25% -22.03% -56.21% -61.50%
1.02% 13.92% 21.29% 15.01% 15.01% -12.27% -46.09% -56.61%
1.12% 13.69% 14.79% 2.79%
2.79% -4.43% -45.23% -39.98%
-0.77% -4.59% -9.96% -12.08% -12.08% -35.91% -61.26% -57.23%
0.20% -2.59% 1.68% -8.13% -8.13% -9.93% -5.89% 27.55%
-0.48% -8.18% -19.45% -12.52% -12.52% -48.32% -65.93% -86.39%
-2.97% 0.59% -1.30% -7.03% -7.03% -7.92% -43.27% -57.87%
4.15% -1.24% 1.75% -4.80% -4.80% -7.78% 23.69% 158.24%
-0.26% -6.91% -20.94% -14.93% -14.93% -57.19% -69.88% -83.14%
-1.74% 11.30% 8.50% 29.17% 29.17% 11.93% -14.79% -5.41%
-5.42% 7.59%
8.61% 31.18% 31.18% 10.93% -14.79% -45.89%
-3.53% 5.97% 14.88% 29.71% 29.71% 47.09% 41.61% -1.17%
-9.81% 21.32% 11.32% 25.58% 25.58% -19.43% -30.92% -58.09%
0.25%
1.87%
3.09% 12.79% 12.79% 8.31% -24.08% 45.10%
-1.76% 2.55%
0.04%
5.79%
5.79%
5.26% -46.92% 2.27%
2.41%
7.85% -1.34% -25.38% -25.38% -12.64% -51.70% -31.52%
0.15% -3.71% -0.34% -16.02% -16.02% -43.28% -45.69% -61.68%
6.27% 14.88% 0.06% 12.54% 12.54% 28.10% 10.12% 11.04%
-4.99% 0.93% -5.53% 9.13%
9.13% -13.41% 0.38% -26.90%
-7.76% 7.85% -10.71% 2.79%
2.79% -26.26% -30.91% -66.11%

-99.39%
8.99%
293.24%
114.31%
256.30%
-84.58%
177.62%
-92.09%
-36.28%
787.75%
-80.10%
354.68%
-12.54%
97.04%
258.54%
314.96%
159.81%
-32.27%
-90.48%
-68.23%
-7.03%
-88.16%

PERFORMANCE: Bloomberg Commodity Roll Select Indices
Composite Roll Select Indices
Index Name
BCOM Roll Select
Roll Select Agriculture
Roll Select Ex-Ags & Livestock
Roll Select Grains
Roll Select Softs
Roll Select Livestock
Roll Select Energy
Roll Select Ex-Energy
Roll Select Petroleum
Roll Select Industrial Metals
Roll Select Precious Metals

* Click hyperlinks to open in Bloomberg
Ticker
BCOMRST
BCOMRAGT
BBURXALT
BCOMRGRT
BCOMRSOT
BCOMRLIT
BCOMRENT
BCOMRXET
BCOMRPET
BCOMRINT
BCOMRPRT

Dec

Nov

2017
Q4

2.79%
-1.35%
5.13%
-1.79%
1.42%
-2.35%
3.66%
2.41%
5.70%
8.96%
3.05%

-0.32%
0.23%
-0.37%
-0.43%
1.90%
-2.57%
1.86%
-1.25%
2.44%
-3.71%
-0.22%

4.41%
-1.89%
7.46%
-4.34%
4.22%
2.45%
8.15%
2.83%
14.70%
10.66%
2.09%

2.73%
-5.08%
7.81%
-7.84%
-1.90%
-7.93%
9.42%
0.21%
13.37%
10.22%
2.29%

Dec

Nov

2017
Q4

Q3

-3.00%
5.70%
6.59%
6.79%
2.74%
-1.04%
-3.24%
-1.36%
-2.36%
-3.13%
-0.88%
7.83%
10.18%
5.18%
14.67%
2.67%
4.19%
0.04%
-1.41%
8.11%
-4.03%
0.20%

0.07%
4.47%
2.59%
1.39%
-0.35%
-1.11%
0.55%
-0.59%
-2.95%
3.92%
-0.59%
-1.65%
-4.96%
-1.86%
-9.56%
0.29%
-1.73%
1.12%
-0.09%
6.65%
-0.13%
-7.20%

Q3

YTD

1-Year 3-Year 5-Year 10-Year 20-Year

3.64%
3.64%
-9.11% -29.90% -34.21%
-8.90% -8.90% -21.35% -38.86% -26.11%
9.97%
9.97%
-2.20% -28.37% -42.89%
-8.32% -8.32% -29.40% -49.04% -42.10%
-15.62% -15.62% -15.60% -30.87% -7.11%
5.89%
5.89% -26.10% -13.86% -25.06%
-0.37% -0.37% -17.42% -43.70% -71.18%
6.36%
6.36%
-5.91% -26.11% -8.20%
9.53%
9.53% -10.57% -43.13% -49.92%
30.41% 30.41% 15.10% -5.94% -17.65%
11.01% 11.01%
8.02% -30.21% 37.07%

169.51%
2.32%
-11.72%
-23.39%
45.70%
153.73%
124.85%
479.27%
285.23%
294.01%

Single Commodity Roll Select Indices
Index Name
Natural Gas RS
WTI Crude RS
Brent Crude RS
ULS Diesel RS
Unleaded Gasoline RS
Corn RS
Soybeans RS
Wheat RS
Soybean Oil RS
Soybean Meal RS
HRW Wheat RS
Copper RS
Alumnium RS
Zinc RS
Nickel RS
Gold RS
Silver RS
Sugar RS
Coffee RS
Cotton RS
Live Cattle RS
Lean Hogs RS

Ticker
BCOMRNGT
BCOMRCLT
BCOMRCOT
BCOMRHOT
BCOMRRBT
BCOMRCNT
BCOMRSYT
BCOMRWHT
BCOMRBOT
BCOMRSMT
BCOMRKWT
BCOMRHGT
BCOMRALT
BCOMRZST
BCOMRNIT
BCOMRGCT
BCOMRSIT
BCOMRSBT
BCOMRKCT
BCOMRCTT
BCOMRLCT
BCOMRLHT

YTD

1-Year 3-Year 5-Year 10-Year 20-Year

-10.28% -0.32% -24.85% -24.85% -39.47% -52.23%
14.86% 10.68%
5.57%
5.57% -16.12% -45.89%
17.87% 14.24% 14.88% 14.88% -14.20% -46.45%
13.86% 15.07%
8.91%
8.91% -10.84% -44.75%
6.18% -30.87%
8.93%
14.94%
6.88%
6.88%
-4.12% -8.10% -9.17% -9.17% -32.01% -60.66%
-1.78%
2.81%
-3.36% -3.36% -3.41% -2.86%
-8.10% -17.16% -11.73% -11.73% -48.95% -67.41%
0.12%
-0.68% -6.85% -6.85% -6.49% -41.51%
-0.36%
2.88%
-0.33% -0.33% -6.53% 24.83%
-6.89% -18.91% -13.23% -13.23% -54.71% -68.84%
11.40%
8.73%
30.47% 30.47% 12.54% -14.40%
7.36%
9.65%
32.74% 32.74% 14.82% -8.47%
6.02%
14.55% 30.17% 30.17% 48.02% 45.95%
20.99% 11.52% 25.81% 25.81% -18.54% -29.18%
1.92%
3.07%
12.81% 12.81%
8.80% -23.77%
2.58%
0.09%
6.07%
6.07%
5.74% -46.39%
4.88%
-3.87% -27.50% -27.50% -18.68% -46.41%
-3.74% -0.60% -16.11% -16.11% -42.02% -44.47%
16.36% -0.53% 13.19% 13.19% 28.39% 14.92%
0.41%
-6.31%
8.61%
8.61% -15.99% -3.61%
5.57% -10.59% 0.59%
0.59% -39.93% -29.98%

-93.80%
-57.30%
-45.85%
-51.67%
-23.89%
-49.17%
44.69%
-80.76%
-50.98%
202.33%
-78.30%
-0.79%
-38.69%
11.85%
-54.20%
45.05%
4.38%
-1.07%
-55.68%
35.34%
-12.08%
-45.37%

-84.69%
487.80%
564.39%
313.66%
583.20%
-69.39%
277.42%
-69.26%
-0.47%
957.83%
-49.21%
560.27%
34.92%
214.42%
482.34%
322.93%
190.01%
46.77%
-83.06%
-50.45%
79.26%
-20.25%

BCOM Constituent Weights
BCOM Index MEMB <GO> * Click hyperlinks to open in Bloomberg
Group

Energy

Grains

Industrial
Metals
Precious
Metals
Softs

Livestock
Total

Commodity

Ticker

Natural Gas
WTI Crude
Brent Crude
ULS Diesel
Gasoline
Subtotal
Corn
Soybeans
Wheat
Soybean Oil
Soybean Meal
HRW Wheat
Subtotal
Copper
Aluminum
Zinc
Nickel
Subtotal
Gold
Silver
Subtotal
Sugar
Coffee
Cotton
Subtotal
Live Cattle
Lean Hogs
Subtotal

NG
CL
CO
HO
XB
C
S
W
BO
SM
KW
HG
LA
LX
LN
GC
SI
SB
KC
CT
LC
LH

Dec 2017 Contrib
to Return %

Dec 29 2017
Weight %

Nov 30 2017
Weight %

-0.29
0.38
0.60
0.33
0.11
1.13
-0.10
-0.21
-0.05
-0.06
-0.13
-0.01
-0.56
0.69
0.57
0.17
0.39
1.82
0.30
0.16
0.46
0.01
-0.04
0.11
0.08
-0.12
0.06
-0.05
2.88

6.54
7.34
8.50
4.23
3.82
30.44
6.74
5.24
3.11
2.48
2.74
1.08
21.39
9.13
5.63
3.17
2.94
20.87
11.57
3.96
15.53
2.30
1.95
1.43
5.68
3.91
2.18
6.09
100.00

7.02
7.19
8.17
4.05
3.76
30.19
7.05
5.54
3.25
2.60
2.91
1.13
22.47
8.74
5.21
3.11
2.63
19.69
11.63
3.93
15.56
2.36
2.05
1.36
5.77
4.14
2.19
6.33
100.00

Dec 2017
Weight%
Change
(0.48)
0.15
0.33
0.18
0.06
0.25
(0.31)
(0.30)
(0.14)
(0.12)
(0.17)
(0.04)
(1.08)
0.39
0.42
0.07
0.31
1.19
(0.06)
0.04
(0.02)
(0.06)
(0.10)
0.06
(0.09)
(0.23)
(0.00)
(0.24)

2018 Target
Weight
8.01%
7.32%
7.68%
3.67%
3.75%
30.43%
6.13%
5.96%
3.26%
2.75%
3.04%
1.30%
22.44%
7.16%
4.51%
3.10%
2.76%
17.53%
11.95%
3.67%
15.62%
3.54%
2.61%
1.45%
7.60%
4.31%
2.08%
6.39%
100.00%

BLOOMBERG INTELLIGENCE: COMMODITY DASHBOARDS
BI <GO> * Click hyperlinks to open in Bloomberg
BI provides analysis on several key drivers of BCOM performance; industrial and precious metals mining, oil and natural gas production, and
agricultural chemicals. The dashboards include key macro data libraries and interactive charting and commentary from analysts with an average
of seventeen years of experience.

Crude Oil Production: BI OILS <GO>

Natural Gas Production: BI NGAS <GO>

Precious Metal Mining: BI PMET <GO>

Agricultural Chemicals: BI AGCH <GO>

Copper: BI COPP <GO>

Aluminum: BI ALUM <GO>
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COMMODITY CHEAT SHEET FOR THE BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL® SERVICE
The data provided in this report can be easily accessed on the Bloomberg Professional® service along with numerous news
and analytical tools to help you stay on top of the commodity markets.
* Click hyperlinks to open in Bloomberg

Broad Commodities

Energy

CTOP
Global commodity prices
GLCO
Commodity playbook
CPLY
COT
Commitments of traders report
ECO17
Calendar of commodity events
Commodity arbitrage calculator
CARC
Commodity fundamental data explorer FDM
Commodity futures overview
CMBQ
Security finder
SECF
Commodity data contributors & broker CDAT
Contract table menu
CTM
SEAG
Seasonality chart
Commodity curve analysis
CCRV
Commodity fair values
CFVL
Commodity price forecasts
CPFC
Commitments of Traders Report
COT
Commodity maps
BMAP
Commodity options monitor
OMON
Commodities charts
COSY
Commodity Investors menu
CMNV
US exchange traded product fund flows ETF

Top energy news

Top commodity news

Top oil news
Crude Oil Production Dashboard
First Word oil
News on oil inventories
Oil Buyer's Guide newsletter
Pipes & Wires newsletter
Oil market analysis
Nat gas spot prices
Forward European utility markets
News on oil markets
News on OPEC
OPEC production and prices
Oil markets menu
Crude stored in tankers
Refinery outages
Oil’s decline
Oil versus inflation expectations

Metals
Top metal news
Precious metal dashboard
Base metals dashboard
Metals prices and data

Commodity Indices
Index description
Index constituent weights
Listed index futures
Option volatility surface
Seasonality chart
Commodity index futures movers
Commodity index ranked returns

ETOP
OTOP
BI OILS
NI BFWOIL
TNI OIL INV
NI OBGBRIEF
NI PAWSBRIEF
BOIL
BGAS
EUM
NI OILMARKET
NI OPEC
OPEC
OIL
NOON
REFO
EXT5
SWIF

BCOM Index DES
BCOM Index MEMB
BCOM Index CT
BCOM Index OVDV
BCOMNG Index SEAG
FMV
CRR

Precious metals prices and rates
Metals Bulletin
COMEX inventories
LME monitor
LME implied volatilities
LME warehouse inventories

METT
BI PMETG
BI BMET
MINE
MTL
MB
COMX
LME
LMIV
LMEI

Agriculture
Weather

Top agriculture news

Global weather database
US snow monitor
EU weather & utility models

WETR
SNOW
EUMM

Agriculture calendar
Agriculture spot prices
Agriculture supply & demand
Crop calendar

BCOM QUICK FACTS
Weighting Bias
No. of Commodities
Re-balancing Frequency
Roll Schedule
Caps/Limits

First Value Date

Index Methodology
2/3 market liquidity and 1/3 world production
20
Annual
Monthly (5 day roll)
Single commodity: max 15%
Single commodity and its derivatives: max 25%
Related commodity groups: max 33%
30 December 1990
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YTOP
AGRI
AGGP
AGSD
CCAL

BLOOMBERG, BLOOMBERG INDICES and BCOM are trademarks or service marks of Bloomberg Finance L.P.
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clearance has been obtained. BFLP, BLP and their affiliates do not guarantee the accuracy of prices or information
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BFLP, BLP or their affiliates, or as investment advice or recommendations by BFLP, BLP or their affiliates of an
investment strategy or whether or not to “buy”, “sell” or “hold” an investment. Information available via the
Services should not be considered as information sufficient upon which to base an investment decision.
BLOOMBERG, BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL, BLOOMBERG MARKETS, BLOOMBERG NEWS,
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RADIO, BLOOMBERG PRESS and BLOOMBERG.COM are trademarks and service marks of BFLP, a Delaware
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